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Abstract 
The Linear Matching Method is used to create the shakedown limit and limit load interaction curves 
of 90 degree pipe bends for a range of bend factors. Two load cases are considered i) internal 
pressure and in-plane bending (which includes opening, closing and reversed bending) and ii) 
internal pressure and a cyclic through wall temperature difference giving rise to thermal stresses. 
The effects of the ratios of bend radius to pipe mean radius (R/r) and mean radius to wall thickness 
(r/t) on the limit load and shakedown behaviour are presented. 
Keywords: Pipe bend, shakedown, limit load, reverse plasticity, ratchetting 
1. Introduction 
90o pipe bends are common in piping systems, and it is vital to ensure that these components are 
designed against plastic collapse. Additionally, design against incremental plastic collapse 
(ratchetting) or low cycle fatigue failure (resulting from alternating plasticity) must also be 
performed. The conservatism resulting from limiting the structure to purely elastic behaviour is 
often not acceptable and components are allowed to shakedown, which allows plastic deformation 
that does not result in either alternating plasticity or ratchetting.  
The shakedown of structures has been studied by many researchers. The complexity of the 
phenomenon means that analytical solutions exist for only the simplest of geometries and loading. 
Incremental Finite Element Analysis (FEA) can be used to predict if elastic shakedown, alternating 
plasticity or ratchetting occurs but does not evaluate limits or boundaries between these different 
responses. Creation of the Bree-like [1] shakedown boundary diagrams requires many FEA 
calculations to be performed, which becomes very computationally expensive with complex 
geometries. Consequently, many direct methods have been created based upon the Koiter [2] 
kinematic and Melan  [3] static theorems to calculate the shakedown limit. Typical of these are the 
GLOSS R-node method [4], the Elastic Compensation Method [5], mathematical programming 
methods [6] and the Linear Matching Method (LMM) [7,8]. The LMM has been shown to give 
accurate results for many geometries with complex load histories and temperature dependent 
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material properties. LMM ABAQUS subroutines have been consolidated by the British Energy 
Generation Ltd R5 research program and are used in the assessment of plant components [9].  
The LMM is used in this work to analyse the shakedown behaviour of 90 degree pipe bends. First a 
summary of current literature regarding the shakedown of this geometry is given, followed by an 
explanation of the LMM procedure, the Finite Element model used and finally the results, discussion 
and conclusions.  
 
2. Summary of Limit and Shakedown Analysis of Pipe Bends 
Figure 1 shows a typical 90o pipe bend. Such bends are commonly described in terms of two ratios: 
r/t and R/r, where r is the mean pipe radius, R is the bend radius and t is the wall thickness. When 
these ratios are combined, they give the bend characteristic of the pipe, h: 
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2.1 Limit Load Solutions 
Considerable attention has been given to limit analysis of pipe bends under in-plane bending and 
internal pressure in recent years. Calladine [10] derived a limit moment equation for pipe bends with 
no attached straight sections using thin shell theory: 
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where σy is the yield stress of the material. Goodall [11] derived a limit pressure expression for 
bends with no attached straights, also using thin shell theory and the Tresca yield criterion:  
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Other than these equations, no further theoretical solutions could be found for the plastic limit of 
this geometry. Instead, researchers have used extensive FEA to generate data for various ratios of 
R/r and r/t. These data points have then been plotted and equations derived from curve-fits of the 
data. A recent review of the literature by Lei [12] has highlighted some important conclusions. 
Firstly, the attached straight sections provide a significant level of reinforcement to the bend by 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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allowing the plastic zone to spread. This increases the limit loads above those calculated by Calladine 
and Goodall. The literature presents many equations for the limit load of a pipe bend under in-plane 
bending, internal pressure and combination loading based on both small and large deformation FEA. 
Whilst these equations provide a good fit to the data they are derived from, it is found that in many 
cases the equations do not successfully predict the results from other authors, especially when 
combined loading is concerned. Additionally, the range of pipe bend characteristics which these 
equations describe are too narrow to be applied to the range analysed in this work (a general 
maximum found was h = 0.7 compared to h = 1 in this paper). As a result of this, as well as the fact 
that the geometries with r/t = 5 cannot be considered "thin" as an approximation, the results 
presented here are normalised against the limit pressure and moment for a thick walled straight 
pipe with the same mean radius and wall thickness: 
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where ro and ri are the outer and inner radii of the pipe respectively. All limit analyses in the 
literature concerns mechanical loading only as thermal loading and thermal stresses have no effect 
on the limit load of a component.  
2.2 Shakedown Analysis 
Despite the extensive volume of work regarding limit analysis and limit load solutions for mechanical 
loading, very little work has been published regarding the shakedown behaviour of this geometry. 
H.F. Abdalla et al [13] presented the shakedown behaviour of a single bend with R = 480mm, r = 
133.5mm and t = 3mm (giving R/r = 3.6 and r/t = 44.5).   
Further calculations are carried out by C.S Oh et al [14] for the shakedown of bends covering a large 
range of h for internal pressure and in-plane closing and opening bending (reversed bending and 
thermal loading is not considered). In [14], the same lower bound numerical technique is used as in 
[13], which is thought by the authors of this work to give solutions which are too conservative when 
compared to the exact shakedown limit solution. 
Unlike limit analysis, cyclic thermal loading may play an important role in the shakedown limits, 
however, no published work could be found regarding the shakedown of pipe bends under thermal 
and mechanical loading. 
(4) 
(5) 
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The objective of this paper is to use the Linear Matching Method to analyse the shakedown and limit 
loads of 90o pipe bends subject to both mechanical and thermal loading in a systematic manner. Two 
cases are considered. The first is when the pipe is subjected to an internal pressure and in-plane 
closing, opening and reversed bending. The mechanisms of reverse plasticity and ratchetting are 
explored and a comparison between the shakedown behaviour of opening, closing and reversed 
bending is presented. The second case is where the pipe is subjected to an internal pressure and a  
cyclic temperature gradient through the wall thickness. The effect of temperature dependent yield 
stress is considered and the shakedown behaviour of pipe bends is compared to that of a straight 
pipe. Although large deformation calculations introduces geometric strengthening and weakening 
effects, which for pipe bends takes the form of the ovalisation of the section due to the applied 
moment, small deformation analysis is shown to give consistent and conservative results. Therefore 
small deformation assumptions are used throughout.  
3. Overview of LMM 
The Linear Matching Method has been described in detail in other works [7,8]. A basic overview is 
presented here for convenience.  
The basis of the Linear Matching Method is that limit state solutions can be developed by 
systematically reducing the modulus in regions of high stress of a linear elastic solution. Doing so 
reduces the maximum stress in these regions and allows the stress to re-distribute in the body, 
which in turn increases the load at which all stresses lie within yield. The material is assumed to be 
linear elastic-perfectly plastic and to satisfy both the von-Mises yield criterion and the plastic 
incompressibility condition.  
An iteration of this procedure begins with calculation of the new shear modulus µ based upon the 
stress from the previous linear solution and the strain rate 
i
ε ,given by 
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where σy is the yield stress of the material. Consider a body of volume V, with surface area, S. The 
body is subjected to mechanical loads λP(x,t), and a thermal loads λθ(x,t) which are applied over a 
part of the surface ST. The remainder of the surface area is constrained to have zero displacement 
rate 0ui  . These loads are applied over the time cycle 0 ≤ t ≤ ∆t. The linear elastic stress solution
ijςλ ˆ , is calculated from these loads as 
(6) 
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where θijςλ ˆ  and 
P
ijςλ ˆ are the elastic solutions corresponding to λθ(x,t) and λP(x,t) respectively. λ is 
introduced as a load parameter so that a range of loading histories can be considered. For cyclic 
loading, the stress history over the time cycle 0 ≤ t ≤ ∆t is given by 
     t,xρxρt,xςλς i
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where  iij xρ is the self-equilibrating constant residual stress field and corresponds to the residual 
state of stress at the beginning and end of each cycle.  t,xρ i
r
ij  denotes the changing component of 
residual stress through the cycle, which for shakedown conditions must equal zero, meaning that the 
cyclic stress history at shakedown is given by 
   iijiijij xρt,xςλς  ˆ  
Based on Koiter’s theorem [2], the upper bound shakedown limit, λUB is given by: 
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where ijε is a kinematically admissible strain rate and ijij3
2 εεε   is the effective strain rate. 
Consecutive iterations of the procedure is shown to converge to the least upper bound, λUB ≥ λS 
where λS is the exact shakedown multiplier. The lower bound is found by Melan’s theorem [3], which 
states that the structure will shakedown if the superposition of the applied stresses and residual 
stresses do not violate the temperature dependent yield condition at any point: 
     0xρt,xςλf iijiijLB ˆ  
where λLB is the lower bound shakedown multiplier.  
This procedure can be implemented in the commercial finite element software package ABAQUS 
[15] through the use of the user subroutine UMAT. In each iteration, the linear problem is solved for 
stress, strain and displacement. The UMAT subroutine computes the varying shear modulus, the 
Jacobian matrix, the residual stress and the updated stress for a given strain increment. The upper 
bound shakedown limit is found by integrating equation (10) over the entire volume and this is used 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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in the next iteration. The lower bound shakedown multiplier is found by checking the condition for 
all integration points.  
Shakedown analysis deals with cyclic load conditions, which may have any number of load extremes 
over the time cycle. Hence, the limit load can be determined using the procedure described above as 
a special case of shakedown, where the number of load extremes in the cyclic load domain reduces 
to one; i.e. a monotonic load condition. 
4. FEA Model 
A three dimensional solid model was constructed in ABAQUS. Due to the symmetry of the geometry, 
a one quarter model was used and symmetry boundary conditions were applied (see Figure 2). 
ABAQUS type C3D20R quadratic elements with reduced integration were used for the structural 
analysis and ABAQUS type DC3D20 elements were used for the heat transfer analysis. 
To mesh the bend, at least three elements were used through the thickness, ten around the radius 
of the bend and twenty elements around the circumference of the pipe. A refinement study was 
conducted to validate the accuracy of the mesh used. Such a mesh was chosen to give sufficient 
density around the area of interest and to maintain reasonable element aspect ratios. The attached 
straight section was meshed with twenty elements along its length, which were biased to be smaller 
in the region of the bend.  
The internal pressure, P, was applied at the inner surface assuming the closed end condition, with an 
equivalent axial tension applied at the free end of the straight section to replicate the axial stress. 
The moment was applied as a linear pressure distribution at the free end of the straight section, 
which was applied using the user subroutine DLOAD in ABAQUS (Figure 3). 
When conducting a limit analysis, the pressure and moment loads were applied monotonically. 
When shakedown analysis was performed, the pressure was held at a constant value and the initial 
bending moment was cycled i) from zero to a maximum of M for opening bending ii) from zero to a 
minimum of -M for closing bending or iii) from -0.5M to +0.5M for reversed bending, shown in 
Figure 4.  
When the case of internal pressure and cyclic thermal loading was considered, a steady state heat 
transfer analysis was conducted with To = 100
oC applied at the inner surface and 0oC at the outer 
surface to construct the most severe thermal history. The temperature distribution calculated by this 
heat transfer analysis was then applied to the model, which gives rise to initial maximum stresses in 
a thermal cycle. An additional constraint was added - the free end of the pipe was constrained via 
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equations to expand in-plane along its length, simulating the thermal expansion of a long pipe. The 
temperature gradient through the wall thickness was cycled from zero to a maximum and back to 
zero over the time step.  
Analysis of 9 geometries is presented with R/r = 2, 3 and 5, each of which with
 
r/t = 5, 10 and 20, 
which gives 1h0.1  . In each case the attached straight sections were a length such that L/R = 8, 
which was found to be more than adequate to always provide the maximum reinforcement possible 
to the bend. In each case a Young's Modulus of 200GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 was used. The 
steel is assumed to have a thermal conductivity of 43 W/m2K and a thermal expansion coefficient of 
1x10-5 oC-1. The yield stress is assumed to be temperature dependent, with data for this taken from 
PD5500 British Standard for unfired welded pressure vessel design [16], as shown in Table 1. 
For each analysis, two linear elastic solutions were performed: one for the internal pressure loading 
and the second for either the bending moment or thermal loading. These two stress solutions are 
then used to construct the initial stress states in equation (7) to begin the iterative process to find 
the upper and lower bound shakedown limit multipliers.  
5. Internal Pressure and Bending Moment 
Figure 5 shows the two elastic solutions for R/r = 2 and r/t = 5 used to construct the initial stress 
conditions for the shakedown and limit analysis. The internal pressure causes high stresses at the 
inner surface of the intrados of the bend. The bending moment causes high stresses at the flank. 
Figure 6 presents the shakedown limit and limit load interaction curves for R/r = 2 and r/t = 5 under 
internal pressure and opening bending. It can be seen that the shakedown boundary follows a classic 
Bree-like shape whereby the reverse plasticity boundary is a constant value of cyclic bending. The 
limit load surface calculated by the LMM is shown and this has been verified at 5 points using 
ABAQUS elastic-plastic incremental analysis (using the Rik's method). The difference between the 
LMM and ABAQUS limit solutions is less than 1%, providing confidence that the LMM produces 
accurate results.  
The contours of plastic strain resulting from the cyclic loading at points A and B in Figure 6 are shown 
in Figure 7, which correspond to the reverse plasticity limit and the ratchet limit respectively. The 
plastic strain corresponding to the reverse plasticity limit is restricted to a very small area at the 
flank of the pipe, with the strains accumulating at the inner surface. The plastic strains 
corresponding to the ratchet limit occurs globally at the intrados of the bend, with the strains 
initiating at the outer surface. The locations of ratchetting strain matches those found by Chen, Gao 
and Chen in [17], giving further confidence in the accuracy of the method. The reverse plasticity 
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mechanism occurs mainly due to the location of the peak stress caused by the bending moment. The 
ratchetting mechanism occurs at the location of peak pressure stress, at the intrados of the bend.  
Figure 8 shows a comparison between the results obtained by C.S. Oh et al [14] and the results 
obtained here for R/r=2, r/t=10 subject to internal pressure and cyclic opening bending. The data is 
normalised against equation (2) and the Goodall limit pressure using the von-Mises criterion 
(equation (3) multiplied by 2/√3). The method employed by C. S. Oh et al is a lower bound method 
and both the lower and upper bounds calculated by the LMM are shown in the Figure. Comparison 
of the two shakedown curves reveals that they produce comparable reverse plasticity boundaries 
but that the LMM predicts a significantly larger ratchetting boundary.  
In order to verify the accuracy of the LMM,  the limit load for pressure loading was calculated using 
ABAQUS Rik's analysis and two points were chosen (labelled C and D in Figure 8) for full cyclic 
analysis in ABAQUS. The limit pressure given by the Rik's analysis correlates well with the equivalent 
value calculated by the LMM, with a difference of less than 1% between the two solutions.  The 
plastic strain histories at the for the cyclic loading at points C and D are shown in Figure 9. The 
strains in Figure 9 were taken from the position of maximum plastic strain, which was at the inner 
surface at the intrados of the bend. The plastic strain history of point C shows that shakedown is 
achieved after approximately 100 cycles. Point D shows classic ratchetting behaviour, with the 
plastic strain increasing every cycle.  
These three points all agree well with the shakedown boundary calculated by the LMM, giving 
confidence in the accuracy of the results produced by this method. Further benefits of the LMM can 
be found with the computing time taken to generate the shakedown curves. The time taken for the 
LMM to generate the point on the ratchetting boundary was less than 10% of that taken for the two 
analyses for points A and B to complete. 
The following sections present results which demonstrate the effect of h, r/t and R/r on the 
shakedown limit and limit load surface for both opening and closing bending. The applied pressures 
and moments are normalised against the limit pressure and moment for an equivalent thick walled 
straight pipe respectively (equations (4) and (5)) to allow ease of comparison between different 
geometries. It is clear from Figure 6 that the LMM produces lower and upper bound shakedown 
limits that converge very close to each other. This is representative of all results obtained and for the 
remainder of this paper only the upper bound limit will be shown for clarity in the Figures.  
5.1 Effect of Bend Characteristic h 
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Figure 10 shows the shakedown boundaries for all 9 geometries considered subject to constant 
internal pressure and cyclic opening bending. A clear trend is seen in which the normalised moment 
(corresponding to the reverse plasticity limit) increases with h. Plotting the normalised cyclic 
moment corresponding to the reverse plasticity limit against h shows a quadratic relationship, given 
by equation (12): 
  0.0732 1.4837h0.6638hRP 2Limit   
where RPLimit is the cyclic moment corresponding to the reverse plasticity limit normalised against  
the limit moment of a thick walled straight pipe (equation (5)). Other than this trend, no further 
correlations can be found with h: the limit pressure, the pressure at which ratchetting begins and 
the slopes of the ratchetting boundaries do not show a correlation with h.  
5.2 Effect of the ratio r/t 
Figure 11 shows the shakedown limit and limit load surfaces for fixed R/r values of 2, 3 and 5,  and 
varying r/t values for an  opening bending moment. The general trend for each geometry considered 
is similar. As r/t decreases (i.e. the pipe becomes thicker), the limit load surfaces expand, indicating 
larger loads to failure. Large increases in the limit moment are seen with decreasing r/t but 
comparatively little effect is observed in the normalised limit pressure. The graphs also reveal that 
the alternating plasticity boundary occurs at higher values of normalised moment with decreasing 
r/t.  
One interesting observation is the margin between the limit load and the shakedown limit surfaces. 
In general, there is a significant margin between both lines at low pressures, which reduces to a 
minimum at around the point where alternating plasticity changes to ratchetting. At pressures larger 
than this the margin increases once more before converging to the limit load for pressure loading.  
As r/t becomes smaller, the margin between the two lines becomes smaller to the extent that there 
is almost no margin between the shakedown and limit loads for a large normalised pressure range 
for R/r = 3, r/t = 5 and R/r = 5 and r/t = 5. This phenomenon is particularly important for the 
designer. The shakedown behaviour for cyclic loading of the bend may, for some loading conditions, 
be very close to the limit load for monotonic loading. In such cases, the conservatism in the design is 
low when compared to loading conditions which offer a larger (and safer) margin between the 
shakedown and limit curves.  
The same study was conducted for R/r = 3 under closing bending, shown in Figure 12. The trends 
observed for opening bending apply equally to closing bending.  
(12)
) 
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5.3 Effect of the ratio R/r 
Figure 13 presents the same results as in Figure 11 for pipe bends subject to internal pressure and 
opening bending but in each graph r/t is fixed and the effects of changing R/r are observed.  Each 
geometry exhibits similar trends. The limit load curve expands with increasing R/r, and shows an 
increase in both the limit moment and limit pressure towards a normalised value of 1. This 
correlates with the expected behaviour that as R/r →∞ the behaviour of the bend will tend towards 
that of a straight pipe. In terms of the shakedown limit, increasing R/r increases the normalised 
moment with which alternating plasticity occurs. It is also observed that the margin between the 
limit load and shakedown limit curves reduces with increasing R/r in all cases.  
The same study was undertaken with the closing bending case, using a fixed value of r/t = 10. Figure 
14 shows that the same effects and trends are observed as per the opening bending cases.  
5.4 Comparison of Opening, Closing and Reversed Bending  
Figure 15 shows a comparison between closing, opening and reversed bending for r/t = 10 and R/r = 
2, 3 and 5. The bending moment range, ∆M, is plotted rather than the peak value of moment, M, 
used in previous figures. In each case the limit load surface for closing bending is larger than that for 
opening bending but give the same limit load for bending and pressure loading alone. Limit analysis 
of reversed bending is not possible due to the conflicting directions of opening and closing bending. 
The shakedown limit curves show that the normalised moment at which reverse plasticity occurs 
does not change for any mode of bending, i.e. equation (12) applies for all three modes of bending. 
Closing bending has an increased ratchetting boundary over opening bending. The difference 
between the opening and closing bending ratchetting boundaries reduces with increasing R/r. The 
ratchetting boundary of reversed bending rests between that of opening and closing bending apart 
from the case of R/r=5, where reverse bending lies outside closing bending at the transition region 
between reverse plasticity and ratchetting. 
Examination of the contour plots reveals that the location of the alternating plasticity mechanism 
does not change for opening, closing or reversed bending, and thus it is the range of the bending 
stress which determines the alternating plasticity boundary rather than if it is tensile or compressive.  
The case of the  reversed bending  shakedown limit being greater than closing bending for R/r=5 
(Figure 15c) can be explained since both the cyclic opening bending (Figure 4a) and closing bending 
(Figure 4b) are equivalent to the reverse bending (Figure 4c) superimposed on a constant mean 
bending moment. This mean moment causes a tensile stress at the intrados for opening bending and 
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a compressive stress for closing bending. In the majority of the analyses performed in this paper, the 
addition of the stresses from the internal pressure and mean moment at the intrados is always 
tensile along the axis of the pipe, which results in the ratchetting mechanism beginning at the outer 
surface of the intrados. In the case of R/r=5 for closing bending at high values of bending moment, 
the compressive stress from the mean moment is large enough to cause the sum of these stresses in 
the region to be compressive. This change to the stress causes the ratchetting mechanism to 
originate from the inner surface of the intrados. It is this change in ratchetting mechanism which 
reduces the shakedown envelope of closing bending below that of reversed bending for pressure 
values of 0.45< 





s
LP
P <0.66.  
6. Internal Pressure and Cyclic Thermal Loading 
The applied temperature gradient through the wall (To=100
oC at the inner surface, 0oC at the outer 
surface) combined with the constraint that the free end expands in-plane creates the thermal stress 
which is used as the initial value for the cyclic stress in equation (7). The initial stress value for the 
constant internal pressure loading is the same as that in Figure 5a. The results presented here show 
the effects of R/r and r/t on the shakedown limit interaction curves. The internal pressures are 
normalised against equation (4) with a yield stress of 200GPa and the cyclic thermal loading, T, is 
normalised against the applied initial inner surface temperature To = 100
oC.  
6.1 Temperature Dependent Yield Stress 
Figure 16 gives the shakedown boundaries for R/r=3 and r/t=10, showing the difference between 
temperature dependent and temperature independent yield stress (temperature dependent yield 
values are given in Table 1). It is clear that where temperature dependency is strong, or where large 
temperatures are involved, it is important to consider this in the analysis. A significant reduction in 
the entire shakedown boundary is observed and the remainder of the results presented here 
therefore take temperature dependent yield stress into consideration. 
6.2 Effect of R/r 
Figure 17 gives a comparison of the shakedown boundaries with changing R/r and fixed r/t=10. Also 
included is the shakedown boundary for a straight pipe under the same loading. It can be seen that 
the shape of the shakedown envelopes for the pipe bend is very similar to that of the straight pipe. 
As R/r of the bend increases, the shakedown envelope tends towards that of the straight pipe. This is 
because as the radius of the bend becomes larger with respect to the pipe radius, the effect of the 
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bend decreases, resulting in a lower stress concentration. When R/r →∞ (i.e. a straight pipe) the 
concentration is zero. Overall, for the range of bends considered here, the reductions are relatively 
small when compared to a straight pipe. The most severe bend considered here, R/r = 2, has a 
reverse plasticity limit which is more than 90% that of the straight pipe and a ratchetting boundary 
which is at least 80% of the straight pipe.  
6.3 Effect of r/t  
Figure 18 shows the shakedown boundaries for fixed R/r = 3 and varying values of r/t = 5, 10 and 20, 
and also that of a straight pipe with r/t=10. This shows that only very marginal changes occur to the 
shakedown envelope over the thickness range considered. This is primarily because the magnitude 
of thermal stress created is relatively independent of thickness, with only thick pipes showing an 
increase in thermal stress (which causes the very slightly reduced reverse plasticity boundary for 
r/t=5 in Figure 18). Overall, the pipe thickness has little effect on the normalised shakedown limit 
interaction diagram (clearly the absolute values will be affected).  
7. Conclusions 
Shakedown and limit surfaces for pipe bends covering a large range of bend characteristics are 
presented. Non-dimensionalising the results against limit moments and pressures for an equivalent 
straight pipe allows trends to be identified with changing R/r, r/t and closing and opening bending. 
Based on the results presented, the following observations and design recommendations are 
proposed: 
 The Linear Matching Method has been verified by incremental full cyclic FEA and ABAQUS 
Rik's analyses, showing that it gives very accurate shakedown limit and limit load envelopes. 
 When subject to internal pressure and cyclic in-plane bending, the normalised moment 
corresponding to the reverse plasticity limit is related to h by equation (12) for all three 
modes of bending. The shakedown envelopes show no further  trends with h; the ratios R/r 
and r/t must be considered to ascertain the behaviour.  
 Decreasing r/t increases the normalised cyclic bending moment corresponding to the 
reverse plasticity limit. Decreasing r/t also decreases the margin between the shakedown 
envelope (for cyclic loading) and the limit load surface (for monotonic loading). Designers 
must therefore take care to ensure that a sufficient margin is present to prevent an 
unexpected increase in the cyclic load causing plastic collapse. 
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 Increasing R/r increases the normalised cyclic bending moment corresponding to the reverse 
plasticity limit. Additionally, increasing R/r decreases the margin between the shakedown 
and limit surfaces, and so care should be taken to ensure sufficient margin is present.  
 Opening and closing bending show no difference in the trends displayed, and all those stated 
above can be equally applied to either opening or closing bending.  
 Direct comparison of opening and closing bending shows that closing bending gives a larger 
limit load surface. The normalised bending moment which causes reverse plasticity is not 
changed for opening, closing or reversed bending. Closing bending shows an increased 
ratchetting limit over opening bending, with these curves converging with increasing R/r. 
 At high R/r values, closing bending may have a smaller shakedown envelope than reversed 
bending due to a change in the closing bending ratchetting mechanism at high values of 
bending moment.  
 Temperature dependent yield stress is an important design consideration as significant 
reductions in the shakedown limit envelope can result. 
 Smaller R/r ratios reduce the shakedown limit envelope when the pipe is subject to constant 
internal pressure and a cyclic thermal stress, but the lowest R/r considered in this paper still 
had more than 80% of the shakedown strength of a straight pipe.  
 r/t is shown to have very little impact on the shakedown limit envelope for normalised 
values of internal pressure and cyclic thermal stress (clearly the absolute values of these 
loads will change with changing r/t).  
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Table 1 - Temperature Dependent Yield Stress 
Temperature (oC) 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
Yield Stress (MPa) 200 137 126 115 112 100 86 79 
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Figure 1 - Pipe Bend with Attached Straight Sections 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 - Typical Meshed FEA Model 
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Figure 3 - Application of Pure Bending Moment Using the DLOAD Subroutine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 - Application of Cyclic Bending Moment During Shakedown Analysis for a) Opening Bending, 
b) Closing Bending and c) Reversed Bending 
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Figure 5 - Elastic solutions for a) Internal Pressure and b) Opening Bending 
 
 
 
Figure 6 - Shakedown Limit and Limit Load curves for R/r = 2, r/t = 5, Internal Pressure and Opening 
Bending 
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Figure 7 - Contour Plots of Plastic Strain to Show Failure Mechanisms of a) Alternating Plasticity at 
Point A and b) Ratcheting at Point B 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 - Comparison of LMM with Data from C.S. Oh et al for R/r=2, r/t=10 Subject to Internal 
Pressure and Opening Bending 
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Figure 9 - Plastic Strain Histories for Points C and B by Full Cyclic FEA 
 
 
 
Figure 10 - Shakedown Limit Interaction Curves for h=0.1 to h=1, Internal Pressure and Opening 
Bending 
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Figure 11 - Effect of changing r/t with a) R/r=2, b) R/r=3 and c) R/r=5, opening bending 
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Figure 12 - Effect of changing r/t with fixed R/r=3, closing bending 
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Figure 13 - Effect of Changing R/r with a) r/t=5, b) r/t=10 and c) r/t=20, opening bending 
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Figure 14 - Effect of changing R/r with fixed r/t=10, closing bending 
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Figure 15 - Comparison of Closing and Opening Bending for fixed r/t=10 and a) R/r=2, b) R/r=3 and c) 
R/r=5 
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Figure 16 - Effect of Temperature Dependent Yield Stress, R/r=3 and r/t=10 
 
 
 
Figure 17 - Effect of changing R/r with R/r=2, 3 and 5 and Straight Pipe with fixed r/t=10 
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Figure 18 - Effect of Changing r/t with r/t=5, 10 and 20 with fixed R/r=3 and straight pipe with r/t=10 
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